
24th International Mountain Balloon Cup in Krosno 2024-05-04 AM
XXIV Górskie Zawody Balonowe w Krosnie Flight 6
40. Balonowe Mistrzostwa Polski Tasks #: 16, 17, 18, 19, 

20
Sunrise / Sunset 0510 / 1951
Min. ILP → all goals
Next briefing
QNH

Task 16 HWZ Task order any order

a.
5810/0137

MMA R50m
Marker color white
Marker drop gravity
Logger mark 1

Task 17 JDG Task order any order

a.

MMA R30m
Marker color red
Marker drop gravity
Logger mark 2

Task 18 MDD Task order any order

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color blue/brownish
Marker drop free
Logger mark 3 and 4

Task 19 FON Task order any order

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

MMA ---
Marker color ---
Marker drop ---
Logger mark 5

Task 20 ANG Task order any order

a.
b.
c.

MMA ---
Marker color ---
Marker drop ---
Logger mark 7

minimum and maximum distance between declaration point 
and declared goal(s)

set direction
A - logger mark 6 East of 5000, B - logger mark 7 after point A

entire contest areaScoring area
Scoring period ends at 0800

see description and sketch

min 2 km, maximum 3 km
310

SCAs for logger marks are divided by 
Easting 5344 and Northing 0305.

1013

CLA2 Lęzany 5957/0093, within R150m
green flag + 30 minutes

Scoring period ends at 0700

position of various set goals/targets

entire contest area
Scoring period
Scoring area

Angle (Rule 15.19)

all
not required

1730 briefing hall

Minimum Distance Double Drop (Rule 15.15)

minimum and maximum distances from "A" to "B"

any coordinates South of 0400 and altitude above 2000 ft

Scoring area

The both allocated markers must be dropped in A-A or B-B.
The best result by eleectronic mark is 200 m

All sectors extend to the bounds of CTA.

min 500 m from centre point in task 18

description of point "A" and "B"

ends at 0815

logger goal #2

ends at 0730

5596/0171

SCA for physical marks within R50m from 5344/0305

1

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

Scoring period

ends at 0730Scoring period
Scoring area within R300m

number of goals permitted
method of declaration

Task data sheet

Scoring area entire contest area

minimum and maximum distance between previous mark 
and declared goal

minimum and maximum distances of declared goal(s) from 
any goal set by the director

not set
goals available for declaration

Judge Declared Goal (Rule 15.2)

position of set goal/target

description of scoring area(s)

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

5864/0129

Launch area
Launch period
PZs in force
Solo flight

not set

min 3 km
min altitude difference from decl. point to goal 500 ft

A

B A

B


